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A:  John Intro 
 
Welcome to the Seating of the Divine, Level 5, Session 3, May 12, 2020. 
Tonight, we will start with a meditation with Archangel Gabriel and then a short review 
of the last session.  That will be followed by a session with the Lords of Light (Michael, 
Metatron, and Melchizedek) and a Teaching session with Yeshua. 
 
We have an announcement about our Grid Masters service project.  Sunday will be our 
last session for now.  We would like to suggest that we gather every quarter with the 
intention to transmit the 5th Dimensional Light stably as well as the Element of Love. 
We would meet on the 3rd Sunday of August and November and then decide whether to 
continue in 2021.   
 
We would like your input on this suggestion.  Either email us or post your comments on 
our Grid Masters group page. 
 
We will have our first Community Call in two weeks at 7pm CDT, Tuesday, May 26.  
Come prepared to ask any questions about our Teaching sessions. 
 
C:  John’s Review of Session #2 
 
After the centering meditation last week, the Lords of Light came to be with us to 
broadcast high frequencies of Light, through Holograms, that will be utilized throughout 
the coming year of our time.  They said that these three successive Teachings will alter 
our Ascension Path in ways we could not imagine.  Our Ascension Path changed 
dramatically since we decided to wake up and remove some of the anomalies that 
plagued us and kept us in the density of 3rd dimension.  The Sacred Names and Light 
Codes that we received was a game changer. 
 
Our Teachers of Light talked to us about our OverSelf, our OverSoul, and our Christed 
OverSoul.  They told us that they energetically helped us position our OverSoul into our 
body, where it was drawn in through our Crown.  And the OverSoul Consciousness also 
stayed in our Crown, which was open and receptive.  They said that our OverSoul also 
descended into our Sacred Heart and further impacted our Heart Chakra, where we 
began to have respect for ourselves.  
 
We couldn’t quite get to Love, but that was forthcoming shortly.  It did come. 
We may still have difficulty say, “I Love myself”, but we do have gratitude for what 
Source created in us.  Honor and Gratitude provided a reflection of the Divine Similitude 
of Source which began to take hold in our Heart and in our Mind.  A beautiful Magenta 
Flame in our Sacred Heart merged with the Flame in our Pineal.  This merger altered our 
ability to process the complexity of Spiritual concepts.   
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The current Teachings provide an opportunity for us to learn more about our Christed 
OverSoul and understand its fuller function as we progress.  The Triad said that we can 
see the YOD  HEH  VAV  HEH  imprinted in our central channel of our Energy Body.  We 
feel our Light Garment that we have put on and we began to use the Energetics 
efficiently and effectively.  Our body’s dimensional frequency altered. 
 
They told us that in the configuration of the Triad not only are the Triad of Metatron/ 
Michael/Melchizedek Lords of Light, but they are a Power – a Power of Source Energy.  
They emanate from the Source itself, from the Seat of Grace. 
 
As we evolve through the dimensional times and frequencies, certain Light Energies are 
dispersed by this Triad.  These Light frequencies affect our electromagnetic field of our 
body and affect the Earth’s electromagnetic field.   
 
The Triad spoke of how our Christed OverSoul is now coming into more of a complete 
alignment through the Fire Letter Energetics of the Sacred Name of Source.   
 
It is no accident that certain Fire Letters were positioned in the center column of our 
body.  Primarily, the YOD Letter in the area of our brain, our Pineal Center, and the 3rd 
Eye affects the Energetics and stirs the usability of that Center more efficiently and in 
full alignment with our true nature as a Christed Being. 
 
The Triad asked us to be conscious as we walk the Earth.  They asked us to notice how 
we transmit Unity, Peace, and Harmony.  Those who walk after us can then walk in a 
different environment of Light. 
 
The Triad said that they are with us for the remainder of this year, during this crucial, 
important, and transformational time. 
 
Yeshua came forth next to continue the Teaching that he started long ago.  He told us 
that many of his Teachings were destroyed.  Some of them were compromised because 
of misunderstanding. 
 
Yeshua began this session speaking about the Easter Gathering.  He spoke about the 
importance of Forgiveness as the KEY to the Light Codes of our Ascension process. 
 
Yeshua discussed the YOD Spectrum of Forgiveness.  He told us that the YOD Spectrum 
is marked by the first Letter of the Divine Name of Source.  The YOD spectrum is a Divine 
Intervention and an alteration in the actual physical composition of matter.  It alters the 
effects of time and space. 
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Yeshua said that as we progress through the dimensional frequencies of Light, we will 
notice that there are shifts in time sequences.  And, at some point, we will not be 
hindered by time.  We will always be in Unity, always be in the present moment, where 
we create beautiful things with the Element of Love.  We will also use the other 
Elements of Fire, Water, Air, and Earth Energy. 
 
He said that the YOD Spectrum is also a KEY CODE through Forgiveness to enter the 
altered electromagnetic fields of our body and of matter itself.  Yeshua said that first we 
must be willing to forgive.  We do this through Compassion and the Love that we 
developed in appreciation for what Source created in us. 
 
When we petition to be forgiven, the YOD spectrum wipes away all energetic or mental-
emotional ties to our miscreations.  This prevents replicating that particular distortion. 
 
Yeshua asked us to take in the beautiful emanation of the YOD Spectrum of Forgiveness 
and alter ourself forever. 
He asked us to clearly see our Blueprint. 
 
He again said that the KEY to the Ascension Codes is the YOD Spectrum of Forgiveness.  
He told us that we must have the KEY to open the door to receive the Light Codes that 
are needed. 
 
Yeshua closed our session with an Energetic Meditation that led us to our Inner Sacred 
Temple, where we opened our individual Christed Blueprint and saw it like we have 
never seen it before.  We were able to see the Fire Letters of YOD  HEH  VAV  HEH  
within and around the scroll.  It was a radiant, beautiful, Christed Blueprint that fully 
depicts our individual expression in form. 
 
Yeshua encouraged us to go to our Sacred Temple and view our Blueprint often, lest we 
forget.  He said that this alone will set our feet directly on our Path to Ascension. 
 
There are no errors, no mistakes.  This beautiful Blueprint is quite accurate. 
 
Our session was completed when Yeshua led us in the Prayer of Forgiveness. 
 
Blessings! 
 
 
 
 
 
 


